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1 Introduction
Detection of change is a hot topic due to the threat of global warming and climate change.
Phytoplankton account for ~50% of global primary production, form the trophic base of marine
ecosystems and play key roles in the fluxes of carbon, oxygen and other elements. Boyce et al.
(2010) claim that oceanic phytoplankton biomass has decreased approximately 1% per year over
the last century due to increased stratification. The size of oligotrophic gyres seems to have
increased over the span of the SeaWiFS ocean color sensor as a response to global warming
(Polovina et al., 1998). On the other hand, coastal productivity seems to have increased (Kahru
and Mitchell, 2008; Kahru et al., 2009). Available satellite data are rather short in time span but
provide frequent and large scale coverage and are therefore essential in detecting such change. In
this tutorial we try several methods of change detection with WIM/WAM.

1.1

Assembling a consistent time series of satellite data
st

The 1 satellite ocean color sensor (CZCS, 1978-1986) was experimental, the calibration was
poor considering current standards and its data record has gaps and many areas with very poor
coverage. Therefore the CZCS data are difficult to compare with modern sensors. Modern ocean
color time series starts with the short-lived OCTS (Nov-1996…Jun-1997) but continuous series
starts with SeaWiFS (1997-2010). In order to be able to detect changes, we need to assemble a
consistent time series as long as possible. SeaWiFS also had periods with missing data (in 2008,
2009, 2010). Here we use a new merged data from 4 sensors: OCTS, SeaWiFS and MODIS-Aqua
(MODISA) and MERIS. This dataset has been created recently (Kahru and Mitchell, 2010; Kahru
et al., 2012) and blends data produced from two algorithms.
We use can use either monthly or 5-day data for 1997-2012. In 1996 we only have 2 months (Nov
and Dec) that are not enough to calculate the annual maxima for that year. In 2012 we have data
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until August and currently miss the end of the year. 5-day data have lots of gaps due to clouds.
The 5-day time series is used in a related exercise, Detection_of_Change_Arctic_Blooms.pdf.

1.2

Example: Algal blooms and bloom magnitude
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Fig. 1. Phytoplankton annual cycle and its interannual variation in the central North Sea: depthintegrated Chla in 1991 (green), 1997 (blue),
mean for 1990-2000 (black). From Nielsen and
St. John, 2003.
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Fig. 1 shows that phytoplankton has a clear annual cycle with a maximum in biomass during the
spring bloom. The magnitude of the annual maximum has large inter-annual variability. It is
reasonable to assume that in years with very high and short spring bloom, a significant part of the
newly produced biomass is not consumed by the next trophic level and sinks out of the top layer
and may-be to the bottom. It is reasonable to assume that lower and longer spring bloom leads to
more of the new biomass being consumed in the top layer and less being exported by the sinking
flux whereas during a high and short bloom the consumers are probably not ready and a large
portion of the algal biomass sinks out. The magnitude of the bloom is therefore an important
variable to monitor as it can be related to the production of oxygen-depleted waters as well as to
the removal of biogenic carbon from the surface layer.
Fig. 2 gives another example of the changes in the annual cycle: primary production in the Gulf
of California experienced a spike in 2001 and “switched” to higher maxima. You can see that all
maxima in 2001-2007 are higher than the maxima in 1997-2000 while the minima have not
changed significantly. We again assume that the magnitude and the shape of the annual maximum
are important. While the sinking flux of organic matter feeds the bottom fauna, too strong flux
may deplete the bottom layers of oxygen and cause an ecological disaster. Blooms can be more or
less regular. The phytoplankton spring bloom is an example of regular blooms. Many harmful
algal blooms (HABs) occur at irregular intervals and can have devastating effects on fisheries and
aquaculture (e.g. Kahru et al., 2004). In the first part of this tutorial we estimate the changes in
the bloom magnitude, defined here as the annual maximum in Chla using monthly Chla data.

Calculated
depthintegrated chlorophyll for
1991 (green line), 1997
(blue line), and as daily
mean from 1990 to 2000
(black line).
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Fig. 2. Satellite-derived time series of net primary production (NPP) in the southern Gulf of
California (area number 8 in Kahru et al., 2003).

2 Detecting Change
2.1

Detecting Change in Time Series

At high and temporal latitudes the annual cycle is often dominant in many environmental
variables. Although periodic changes (e.g. ENSO, Pacific Decadal Oscillation, North Atlantic
Oscillation, etc.) can occur at decadal and even longer time scales, the time series in satellite
oceanography are too short to detect multi-annual periodic changes. We can therefore look at the
time series as a simple annual sinusoidal cycle with a possible trend.

Fig. 3. Linear trend superimposed on a sinusoidal annual cycle.

The time series in Fig. 3 are all built as a sum of a sinusoidal annual cycle and a linear
trend (increasing or decreasing). However, two of the three time series have also a
random noise component added. As you can see, the obvious trend that existed without
the noise has become not so obvious. We need statistical analysis to determine if a
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possible trend is statistically significant and at what level of significance. We use the Sen
nonparametric test to evaluate if a time series shows a significant trend.

2.2

Detecting Changes in Bloom Magnitude

We will follow the example of a recent paper (Kahru & Mitchell, 2008) but with an extended and
improved dataset. We will use global monthly time series of chlorophyll-a concentration (Chla)
to detect changes in bloom magnitude. This time series has been produced by blending Chla
datasets created with the CALFIT algorithm (Kahru et al., 2012) with the Southern Ocean
algorithm (Kahru and Mitchell., 2010). We want to make the time series as long as possible
(1997-2010) but need to have complete monthly sets for each year. We are using data merged
from 4 sensors: OCTS, SeaWiFS, MODISA and MERIS. We need to skip OCTS data of 1996
as there were only 2 months (Nov-Dec) and these 2 months cannot be representative of the annual
maximum for the year. Note that in 1997 we miss the data for July-August. In the Baltic Sea the
apparent Chla maximum is often due to cyanobacteria blooms in July-August and we therefore
will miss these in 1997. For most other regions the annual Chla maximum is not likely to occur in
July-August and therefore missing Jul-Aug in 1997 will not likely affect the annual maximum.
We assume that the monthly Chla data are in C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9. Check out
the files in that folder, open some images in WIM. Find data from MODIS-Aqua (A*.hdf), OCTS
(O*.hdf), SeaWiFS (S*.hdf) and the merged data (C*.hdf). Make a folder Hide under
C:\Sat\Merged\\Monthly\ChlBlended_9 and move the 1996 OCTS data there. We will keep the
partial 2012 year data but keep in mind that it is not complete.
Open the command prompt and cd to the top directory where you keep the results, e.g.
cd C:\Sat
In the command window run the following command:
wam_annual_max Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\*.hdf
The option with Reduce runs faster and is the only option if you don’t have enough RAM in your
computer. You should see output like that:
C:\Sat>wam_annual_max Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\*.hdf
186 matching files found in Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9
===========================
186 files with years and mid-days selected
16 individual years found
Assuming valid Min = 0.0101 and valid Max = 64.56
Need to reduce the size of images by 2 to 2160 x 1080
ImageFileName,
YearIndex, Year, MiddleDay
A20110012011031_ChlBlended_comp.hdf: 14, 2011, 16
.....................
S20013352001365_ChlBlended_comp.hdf: 4, 2001, 350
Saved Annual max in _.hdf_Max.hdf
Saved Annual min in _.hdf_Min.hdf
Saved valid count in _.hdf_ValidCounts.hdf
Done with 186 images!
Processing time: 00:06:20
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Note that we are using global data with reduced resolution and it took over 6 minutes to run on
my PC. If you have problems running wam_annual_max with 9-km images then you can use the
reduced 25-km images in C:\Sat\Merged\\Monthly\ChlBlended_25. Again, please move the two
OCTS 1996 files to a Hide folder before running wam_annual_max.
As output, we get 3 files with the names derived from the command argument (*.hdf). It is
VERY IMPORTANT to keep all the files well ORGANIZED in separate folders. You can use
your own folder names but you need to be consistent. I recommend creating a new folder
C:\Sat\MinMax_9 for the 9-km data or C:\Sat\MinMax_25 for the 25-km data and then move the
3 files there.
mkdir MinMax_9
move _*.hdf MinMax_9
Please rename the 3 files to, respectively, Max.hdf, Min.hdf, ValidCounts.hdf. As the names infer,
these files have the annual maxima, minima and the number of valid months of each pixel for
each year included.
Another available option (Slow) produces an additional file MaxDay.hdf that contains the day
number (year day or Julian day) of the maximum for each year and each pixel. Kahru et al. (2010)
have shown that in certain areas of the Arctic covering nearly 10% of the Arctic Ocean the annual
phytoplankton bloom (spring bloom) has become earlier due to earlier retreat of ice. Therefore,
the Slow option is needed if you are interested in the timing of the maxima. However, in our
example the maxima or minima are detected with Monthly data and monthly interval is probably
too big to detect real changes. You need to look at changes in timing using a time series of, for
example, 5-day interval. The Slow option without the Reduce option runs about 20 times slower.
Therefore, do not use the Slow option unless you can leave it running for many hours.
Now, take a look at the files that you have just created. Before doing that, clean the image stack
(i.e. all images) in WIM memory or close WIM and open it again by clicking (double-clicking)
on the newly created files, e.g. Max.hdf. Each HDF file has 16 datasets corresponding to the 16
years that were included (1997-2012). We have several ways to visualize these results. For
interactive visualization, load all 16 datasets in Max.hdf (in the correct order!) into WIM and use
the Examine-Spectral Plot menu option. You should not have any other images in WIM at the
same time. Of course, instead of a spectral plot we are actually having a time series plot. Each ×
symbol on this plot corresponds to the maximum Chla in that year. Note: you need to right-click
on the Spectral Plot window and drag the mouse pointer to the image without raising the button.
For each pixel you are pointing, it shows 14 annual points corresponding to the time series of
bloom magnitudes (1997-2012). If you point to somewhere in the Baltic Sea or the near
Oregon/California coast of North America, you will see something like in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Using the Examine-Spectral Plot in WIM to show interannual variations in bloom
magnitude off California.
Fig. 4 happens to show a significant increase in the annual bloom magnitudes from 1997 to 2012
off the California coast of North America. Of course, most areas do not show such a significant
increase but a more or less random scatter. You can move the mouse pointer around and find
areas that show interesting features.
In order to programmatically find the areas of significant increase or decrease we use a special
tool, wam_max_trend. To see all the options, type wam_max_trend without arguments. The
default Significance is 90% (p=0.1), other Significance levels are 95% and 99%. As the ocean
color time series is very short (16 years used here), the detected trends are not usually highly
significant. In the command window issue the following command:
wam_trend MinMax_9\Max.hdf Sen 90
This command creates a slope image with a significance of 90% (p<0.01) and created a new file
Max_trend_sen_90.hdf where each pixel value has the slope of the estimated trend. The Sen
option uses to the Sen slope trend instead of the Linear trend. Sen slope is a nonparametric
estimate of the slope that involves computing slopes for all the pairs of time points and then using
the median of these slopes as an estimate of the overall slope. Similar estimates of the slope can
be obtained with the more traditional linear least squares regression (Lin option instead of Sen)
but the Sen slope estimator is preferable due to its less sensitivity to outliers. A palette file
anomaly.lut is used by default and it shows areas of increased bloom magnitude in red and
decreased bloom magnitude in blue (Fig. 5). If the image does not look like that in Fig. 5 (i.e. has
totally different colors), click on the Settings (
) icon, then Misc tab and uncheck Override
LUT in HDF. Then close WIM and open again by clicking (double-clicking) on the same image
file.
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Fig. 5, A. Changes in bloom magnitude off North detected by the Sen slope estimator. Increased
blooms are shown by red colors, decreased bloom magnitude by blue colors.

Fig. 5, B. Changes in bloom magnitude off South America and Europe/western Asia detected by
the Sen slope estimator. Increased blooms are shown in red, decreased blooms in blue. Updated
from (Kahru and Mitchell, 2008, see pdf).
Now take a look at the specifics of the slope image. Press down the right mouse button and move
the mouse around the white areas, e.g. over most of the open ocean. You can notice that pixel
value 128 corresponds to the scaled slope value of 0 (Fig. 6).
Now take a look at the scaling of the image by clicking at the
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Fig. 6. Settings of the slope image.
As you can see, the Intercept is -0.8661 and the Slope is 0.006767. Please note that we have an
image with the values of the slope of the trend in bloom magnitude. To scale this image, we use
parameters such as Intercept and Slope. The Slope of the image scaling is not related to the slope
that the image values represent. The default is to evaluate the slope of each pixel at the 90%
statistical significance. You can also specify significance at 95% and 99% level, e.g.
wam_trend MinMax_9\Max.hdf Sen 99
Evaluate the result of these commands. In general, the ocean color time series is too short to
detect the existence of trends at high significance. On the other hand, by having thousands if not
millions of pixels in the analysis almost guarantees that some of significant rends just by chance.
You can apply the same command (wam_trend) to the annual minima file (Min.hdf) and the result
would show trends in the annual minima. It appears that there are some areas where the minima
have also increased or decreased but much less than the maxima.
An older version of the global map of the change in bloom magnitude, similar to what you just
created, is also shown at http://spg.ucsd.edu/blooms.png and a Google Earth version of the same
at http://spg.ucsd.edu/blooms.kmz and parts are in the EOS article [Kahru and Mitchell, 2008, see
pdf]. We will now try to make our images look a little better (like shown in the links above).
Load the Sen slope image (Max_trend_sen_90.hdf) into WIM.
Create a coastline image with Geo-Get Map Overlay ( icon on the toolbar), use the full
resolution coastlines coast_full.b file in C:\Program FilesWimsoft\Maps, check Land and Lake,
set Foreground 1, Background 0. Set palette to Grayscale in Settings (the
icon on the
toolbar), stretch the colors with
icon on the toolbar, leave the Start color at 0 and scroll the
End color to 6. The coastlines appear very dark gray and the rest is black.
Convert the image to RGB with Transf-Convert to 24bpp (RGB).
Fill land with gray color with Edit-Draw, e.g. use gray with RGB components 213, 213,213. You
can use Define Custom Colors to define your own colors by specifying the RGB components. Use
the same color for both Outline and Fill. Be careful when filling some areas where the coastlines
do not extend to the edge of the image, e.g. Asian continent near Bering Strait. You may need to
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use
to Undo the leaking color spill. You can manually extend the coastline and fill the gap
with the Paintbrush tool in Edit-Draw. Filling all the islands with gray color takes some time.
Sorry, currently there is no automated tool for that.
Now go back to the original slope image and convert to RGB with Transf-Convert to 24bpp
(RGB). Now overlay with the filled RGB coastlines image that you just created using MultiOverlay Image (
on the toolbar).
You can save all images in WIM memory together (e.g. as work.hdf in C:\Sat\MinMax - for the
case that you want to use them again) or just save the final image both as HDF and as PNG (e.g.
slope_edited.hdf and slope_edited.png). Always save as HDF if you need to edit the data again.
Images saved as bitmaps (PNG, JPG, BMP, etc) cannot be read into WIM again and are a “dead
end”.

Fig. 7. Changes in bloom magnitude in the Indian Ocean and adjacent areas detected by the Sen
slope estimator (from Kahru and Mitchell, 2008). The inset shows Chla monthly time series in the
red area (shown by an arrow) off the coast of south-west India. Note: this figure is based on older
version and limited dataset.
As shown by the inset of Fig. 7, you can also generate detailed time series of the mean, median or
other statistics of the image data in specified areas of interest, called masks. This can be done
with wam_statist. There is an exercise (4.3) on using wam_statist in Exercises_WIM_WAM.pdf.
Only a short list of actions is presented here.
You can use the slope image Max_trend_sen_90.hdf to define your masks (i.e. areas of interest).
You can create statistics for up to 254 masked areas at the same time but for simplicity we will
show here how to create a mask for a single area of your interest.
Load the Sen slope image (Max_trend_sen_90.hdf) into WIM. Note that the size (2160 x 1080) is
reduced 2x compared to the Chl images that we used as input (4320 x 2160). The mask image has
to be of the same size as the images you are going to use. Therefore you need to remap it to the
size of the images to be used.
By right-clicking on the image you can decide what pixel values you want to mask. Let’s say we
want to create a mask image that shows all pixels with a slope value of 0.60 and higher (i.e. the
clearly red pixels). We will use Transf-Binarize operation in WIM with the following parameters:
Range from 0.6 to 0.64, Fill value 1 (see Fig. 8). This has masked all global pixels that are larger
or equal than 0.6 with pixel value 1. If you cannot recognize the Indian coast or the masked areas
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then you can create a coastlines overlay with pixel value 255, overlay it, and delete later with
Transf-Replace Values – from 255 to 255 with 0. Clear all the other masked areas with EditDraw, Outline: 0, Fill: 0 with the filled rectangle tool. Make sure that you clear all the unwanted
pixels in other parts of the world. Save the image as HDF as mask_increase.hdf, e.g. in
C:\Sat\MinMax. Double-check again to make sure that you have no masked pixels in other
places! If you have then they will mess up your statistics.

Fig. 8. Transf-Binarize operation in WIM to create a mask of all slope pixels larger than 0.6.
Create a list of Chla images with a simple DOS command:
dir/b /s C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\*.hdf > list_chl_mo.txt
Check that the list file looks OK. Note that if you have files with multiple starting letters (e.g. A*,
C*, O*, S*) then you need to manually sort them by date, i.e. start with oldest and finish with the
newest. Start wam_statist and pick list_chl_mo.txt for the List of images, pick mask_increase.hdf,
choose appropriate filenames for the results (C:\Sat\ts_chlo_increase.csv) and log-file
(C:\Sat\ts_chlo_increase.txt). The log-file saves the settings and is useful as a record of your
actions for reproduction and modification later.
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Fig. 9. Screen-capture of wam_statist after completion.
Note the X and Y range of the mask in Fig. 9. For the small area in SW India it should have
something close to X: 3062 to 3084, Y: 950-980. If you have some masked pixels hiding
somewhere in the image then the range is quite different. If that happens then you need to kill
wam_statist with Task Manager if you don’t want to wait until it finishes. You have to reload the
mask image and clean those unintended masked pixels and run wam_statist again.
You can now load the ts_chlo_sw_india.csv file into Excel, make a new Time column using the
start year (SYear) and start day (SDay) with a formula like =B2+(D2+15)/365. You can now plot
the Mean Chla versus the new Time variable (Fig. 10). You can notice that there was no data due
to clouds in April, 1999 and the zero value is not correct. You can also notice the trend towards
higher annual maxima and no change in the annual minima.

20

15
10
5
0
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Fig. 10. An example of a time series of the Mean Chla for a masked area (SW off India).
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Detecting Change between two Images

You can use a simple command wam_change to detect change between 2 images. The syntax is:
Usage: wam_change File1 File2 [AnnotateX AnnotateY LUT]
AnnotateX and AnnotateY are, respectively, X and Y in pixels where to put the
Date annotation
The default LUT is anomaly5.lut
For example, to show the differences in global Chla distribution between El Niño and La Niña
you can use the following commands:
cd C:\Sat
wam_change
C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\S19990011999031_ChlBlended_comp.hdf
C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\S19980011998031_ChlBlended_comp.hdf (all
in one line!)
This assumes that you have copied the monthly merged Chla data to
C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9. Change is shown in the 2nd image compared to the 1st. We
want to illustrate the effects of El Niño; therefore we used the January, 1998 El Niño image after
the January, 1999 La Niña image. For Chla the change is shown as the ratio of the 2nd image to
the 1st image, e.g. a value of 0.25 shows decrease of 4 times and a value 4.0 shows an increase of
4 times. The differences are obvious globally but the characteristic decrease in Chla off the
California coast and an increase further south off Baja California have been described earlier [e.g.
Kahru and Mitchell, 2000, 2002].

Fig. 11. Differences in Chla between the January, 1998 (El Niño) and January, 1999 (La Niña.
Red means higher Chla during El Niño and blue means lower Chla during El Niño.
Here the differences are shown between 2 monthly images. Another approach would be to show
the differences with the mean image, i.e. anomalies. Anomalies can be calculated with another
WAM command, wam_anomaly (see Exercises_WAM_EOF in Course\3).
Another typical application for wam_change is to show differences in ice concentration, e.g. areas
where ice concentration is increasing and where it is decreasing.
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Detecting Change between a Point Time series and a
Time Series of Images

We may want to investigate the correlation between a time series of images (e.g. of global Chla)
and a scalar time series, e.g. like any of the multiple the El Nino indexes.

Fig. 12. Multivariate ENSO index from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/people/klaus.wolter/MEI/.
You can use the MEI values in C:\Sat\MEI.csv with the merged set of images. It is usually better
to have as long time series as possible; therefore move the two 1996 OCTS images from the Hide
folder back into the data folder where all the other files are. Please keep in mind that MEI.csv is a
simple comma-separated text file that has been formatted according to the English-US
regionalization of Windows. In many other regions comma is used instead of the decimal point
and therefore this file is not properly parsed when read into Excel, for example. Another version
of the same file is in MEI_tab.csv that is tab-separated. You can temporarily change the
regionalization of your Windows system in Control Panel – Region and Language. If you are
going to use your own time series instead of the provided time series in MEI.csv then you need to
format it into the English (US) format because wam_correlation assumes the English (US)
format. You can do it by setting it the Region and Language to English (United States) and saving
as CSV (e.g. in Excel).
cd C:\Sat
Type wam_correlation without arguments to see the options. Then type:
wam_correlation Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\*.hdf MEI.csv
………
Saved 100*Corr.coeff + 128 in Corr__MEI.hdf
Used 172 images!
Rcrit (0.95) = 0.150, Rcrit (0.99) = 0.196
Processing time: 00:07:13
This will take ~7-15 minutes to complete! Output image off California is shown in Fig. 13. The
output is an image file MEI_CHL__Corr.hdf that represents the correlation coefficient (a scaled
byte with a scaling of 128 + 100*Corr.coeff).
The statistical significance limits for N = 172 are: Rcrit (0.95) = 0.150, Rcrit (0.99) = 0.196. As
you can see, in this case only 172 images were used as the MEI series is not updated and did not
have the corresponding values for the last monthly images.
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Fig. 13. Correlation with MEI.

2.5

Detecting trends in anomaly time series

In section 2.1 we searched for trends in annual maxima of global Chla. What if the annual
maxima are more-or-less constant but the annual means have a trend? It is possible that the
annual minima and the annual maxima have not changed but the annual means have changed. A
complicating factor here is that we need to use approximately 12 times more images (assuming
monthly data) compared to when using only the annual maxima (or minima). Try to run the
following commands:
cd C:\Sat
wam_trend Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\*.hdf Sen
After a while you will get: Unhandled Exception: OutOfMemoryException. This means that you
have run out of memory. Another problem is that in most regions the annual cycle is so dominant
that it may mask the overall trend as it drastically increases the total variability (Fig. 14).
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Fig. 14. Time series of Chla off Central California showing strong annual cycle.
To remove the annual cycle we will calculate the mean annual cycle (monthly means) for each
pixel and remove it from all the monthly values. The output is called anomalies. Chla has lognormal distribution (lots of small values and some very high values) and therefore anomalies
should be calculated by subtracting log-transformed values or using ratios to the mean annual
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cycle. We use the ratio anomalies here. The argument 12 in the following command means that
we are calculating monthly means and anomalies:
wam_anomaly C:\Sat\Merged\Monthly\ChlBlended_9\*.hdf 12
After it finishes in about 13 to 30 minutes move the output files to their respective folders.
However, if you have a slow computer and not enough time, cut a subset of the image first (see
next section), move the Cut images into a Cut folder and then run wam_anomaly on the Cut
images in the Cut folder.
mkdir Anomalies
move *anomaly.* Anomalies
mkdir Means
move *Means.hdf Means
move *ValidCounts.hdf Means
You can try to run wam_trend on the anomalies but you will likely get the same: Unhandled
Exception: OutOfMemoryException. This means that you have run out of memory. We need to
select a smaller area of the global image and do the trend analysis on that selected area of interest.
My area of interest is the California Current specified by the upper left corner -165 (lon), 60 (lat
and lower right corner -100 (lon), 0 (lat). I will cut my rectangular images from all the 176 global
images with wam_series. You are encouraged to select your own area if interest that is different
from my area of interest. Be careful NOT to make the cut image too large or the trend finding
operation will be too slow. In my example the images are 780 x 720 pixels and it takes 32 min to
run wam_trend on it on a fast desktop machine (slower on a laptop!). wam_trend is currently a
single-threaded process and does not take advantage of the multiple cores available in most
modern CPUs. After wam_series finishes, move the Cut anomaly files to their respective folder
(if not already created there with wam_series).
mkdir AnomalyCut
wam_series (GUI program)
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Fig. 15. Screenshot of wam_series run that cuts a rectangular subset (California Current area).
Now you can run wam_trend on the cut anomalies:
wam_trend AnomalyCut\*.hdf Sen
After it finishes you will get something like in Fig. 16 where red color shows significant increase
and blue color show significant decrease. White (light gray) shows no significant trend. See if
you can detect any trends for YOUR AREA OF INTEREST! Try to explain the possible reasons
for the trends!
Note that Fig. 15 has been enhanced by making land dark gray, overlaying a grid of 3x4 selected
areas, etc. You need to apply a number of operations to make this kind of enhanced image and we
probably don’t have the time to do that during this tutorial. A concise summary how to enhance
the trend image: Make overlay image with Get Map Overlay with coast_full.b and pixel value 1,
select Palette Grayscale, stretch colors to make coastlines dark gray, Transf to RGB, fill land with
dark gray, Transf source image to RGB, overlay the coastlines image.
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Fig. 16. Trends in surface Chla for the California Current area during ~15 years (Nov1996…Aug-2011).
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